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ABSTRACT
This paper is considering the relations between combined attempts of marketing, company’s mental image, three dimensions of brand especial value and total value of brand special value. In this model 3 different aspects of business markets (service after sale as one of key parameters of attempts combined with marketing, mental image of the company as a mediator of combined attempts of marketing to the dimensions of brand especial value and personal sale as one of main elements of promotion) have been considered. The main problem of the research is identifying and considering research model in order to find how is combined effects of marketing on brand special value in Iran’s market? And managers by controlling combined elements of marketing can achieve maximum value of especial brand and finally constant profitability of the company. This model has been considered in software part of information technology in Iran. For testing hypothesis structural equation model with 470 samples has been used. The result of this test that all attempts combined with marketing have positive effects on total value of brand special value(an agent of market performance) through 3 dimensions of brand especial value.

INTRODUCTION

A strong brand can be counted as the valuable asset of a business institute. Because it causes an organization achieve more side profits, better cooperation channels and also other advantages [16]. Therefore brand special value since 1980 changed to an important concept in marketing. Brand special value is a concept of creating additional favorability and more value added for a brand through name of its brand [6,11]. Maybe it can be said that Acker has presented the most comprehensive definition of brand especial value. Acker says a product has more value while it is brand than it is not brand and this much value is called brand especial value. Brand special value can create value both for a company and a customer [1]. In this direction a company can increase its competitive situation and financial performance increase through brand. Claire states that customers who associate special brand with positive special value, means that when that brand is named it responds marketing activities more [6,13].

Brand special value is distinguished by a set of dimensions. According to the research done by Acker in 1991, these dimensions are: awareness about brand 2-brand association 3-perceived quality 4-brand loyalty 5-brand other special assets (the right of brand’s invention and monopoly). Claire emphasizes importance of brand knowledge that is combination of awareness and association of brand for creating strong brand.[6].

Consideration of studies shows that limited number of studies done in 90s has been done for considering hypothesis of brand special value in business markets. These studies concentrate on relations between brand special value and marketing combined attempts (eg price and promotion) or variables of market performance (eg.profitability and sale volume). They don’t consider key variables that include [1] characteristics of brand special value in the field of business marketing, [2] marketing combined value and [3] market performance.Totally it doesn’t seem any study show all structural relation between these three variables. In contrast, any study chooses some variables related to studying product market and only considers relations between chosen variables.

Among these studies, only Han & Sung in 2008, consider general structure of relations between dimensions of brand special value, their record and consequences. However it considers different nature of industrial brands that causes concern about the way of effect of company’s mental image, services after sale on development of
brand special value. Studies of Kim & Hyun in 2010 pay attention to all details and has considered different natures of industrial brands in his studies. Other studies concentrated on relationship between dimensions of brand special value and results [2,4,15] or their records [12,17] except Van Riel in 2005 other studies haven’t considered differentiated nature of industrial brand like the way of effect of company’s metal image, services after sale and personal sale on brand special value.

Therefore we decide by using Model of Kim & Hyun in 2010 to consider deficiencies in each research. This structural model has high importance in managerial aspect: because it helps companies to perceive that marketing attempts causes to understand brand special value and helps empowerment of market power and it increases financial efficiency. This model in software of information technology has been considered. Brand special value is an important factor for affecting chosen behavior of buyer and companies marketing activities in software industrial markets of information technology. Regarding what Hato stated in 1997 buyers prefer known software brands to less known brands for 3 main reasons: Firstly, they are not familiar with classifying product due to its complexity. Secondly, software of information technology needs a lot of supporting services. Thirdly, software failure causes fundamental problems for company and buyer. Also Webster and Claire in 2004 mentioned that I.B M, Intel, Siemens, sicko have high performance in business markets and their brand high special value helps their performance. Regarding the importance of brand special value in software section of information technology, less research has been done about finding processes affecting development of brand special value. Srivastava and Mokerji in 2004 interviewed with experts in IT software companies and showed that mental image f the company and after sale services is an important factor of brand special value. Therefore IT software section can be a field to be able to process model significantly.

2- Theoretical framework of the research:

In those research that is taken from research models of Kim and Hiven in 2010, studies of Acker’s in 1996, Vio and Donso in 2001 and Yu et al in 2000 have been used and variables of services after sale, promotion and price and performance of channel as combined parameters of marketing and brand especial value records have been considered and total value of brand special value is as the result of dimension of brand special value and as an agent of market performance. Also mental image of companies is a mediator between marketing combined attempts and dimensions of brand special value that reflects different industrial brands. By using hierarchical effects theory [9], the model shows directions of brand awareness and association to perceived quality, awareness to brand loyalty and perceived quality to brand loyalty. In the model, mental image of a company is a record of brand special value and also a conclusion of marketing combined attempts. In the model it is identified that marketing combined attempts affects company’s mental image. This model considers services after sale as a basic parameter f marketing combined attempts and conceptualizes promotion according to business market concepts. Finally 3 dimensions of brand special value, affects total value of brand special value that is a representative of market performance. Finally by considering 3 parameters of marketing combined elements of Kim and Hion model, we use model of shape 1 for the current research.
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Regarding above models, hypothesis of the research are as below:
First hypothesis: price has positive effects on brand perceived quality.
Second hypothesis: promotion has positive effects on awareness of brand and association.
Third hypothesis: promotion has positive effects on perceived quality
Fourth hypothesis: promotion has positive effect on brand loyalty
Fifth hypothesis: after sale service has positive effect on awareness of brand and association.
Sixth hypothesis: after sale service has positive effect on perceived quality.
Seventh hypothesis: after sale service has positive effect on loyalty of brand.
Eighth hypothesis: price has positive effects on company’s mental image.
Ninth hypothesis: promotion has positive effects on company’s mental image.
Tenth hypothesis: after sale services has positive effect on company’s mental image.
Eleventh hypothesis: good mental image has positive effects on awareness of brand and brand association.
Twelfth hypothesis: good mental image has positive effect on perceived quality.
Thirteenth hypothesis: good mental image has positive effect on brand loyalty.
Fourteenth hypothesis: awareness of brand and association of brand has positive effect on perceived quality.
Fifteenth hypothesis: awareness of brand and brand association has positive effect on brand loyalty.
Sixteenth hypothesis: good mental image has positive effect on total value of brand.
Seventeenth hypothesis: awareness of brand and brand association has positive effect on total value of special value.
Eighteenth hypothesis: perceived quality has positive effect on total value of brand special value.

3- Research methodology:
This research is applied regarding the goal and regarding data collection and analysis it is descriptive and case study.
In data analysis structural equation model has been used. Structural equation model is a technique of generalized and powerful multivariable analysis from multivariable regression that gives the possibility to a researcher to test a set of regression equation simultaneously.
In current research statistical society includes all people who use IT software of studying companies. Statistical society of the research is estimated 10000 people that are users of two companies producing IT software (colleagues of system and rivers). Sampling method in this research was available improbable method. Researchers regarding time limitation and not accessing to high number of studying people used this method. Also it was supposed to take unlimited statistical society and Cochran formula was used for determining sample number. Method of doing research was in this way that firstly 25 questionnaires were distributed for measuring Alpha and also determining standard deviation of final dependent variable that the result is as below:

\[
\frac{(1.96)^2}{(0.54)^2} \approx 448
\]

Therefore it was distinguished that at least 448 people is required for sample volume that a researcher distributed 700 questionnaires for being certain about collecting the mentioned number that finally 439 questionnaire we collected (return rate was about 70 percent that is proper).From collected questionnaire 23 ones were not complete and were put aside at the process of analysis and 470 questionnaires were used at final analysis. In this research a standard questionnaire has been used for collecting information and used responsive spectrum was 5 item likert from completely agree to completely disagree. Variable of price were measured with 2 questions, promotion with 6 questions, after sale service with 3 question, brand awareness and brand association with 3 questions, perceived quality with 4 questions, total value of brand special value with 3 question and mental image of company were measured with 5 questions.

Regarding that in this research standard questionnaire has been used so applied questionnaire as and a tool of data collection of this research has proper validity and in fact its validity has been obtained through content.
In this research for assessing reliability coefficient of the questionnaire internal compatibility method and cronbach alpha method that is acceptable regarding reliability. Structural equation model is consist of two steps: one is factor analysis that is a confirmation which determines how observed variables are connected to latent factor and secondly structural model shows relationship between latent variables.

4- Result of testing research hypothesis:
According to the table 2 that is obtained from output of lisrel software, we tested hypothesis of the research. Regression coefficient significance test gives ration of considered coefficient on standard deviation related to statistics that fallsow t distribution. Parameters that their t is not significant can be omitted from the model.
If the amount of t statistic is between -1.96 and +1.96 the aimed relation is not confirmed and if it is out of this range the aimed relation is acceptable and hypothesis is confirmed. In this research 6 hypotheses out of 19 hypotheses don’t have significant direction coefficient and 13 hypotheses have significant direction coefficient.
In this research we tested theoretical model by model suitability model. Chi-square value of this model with freedom degree of 355 equals 1218.73 and at significance level of p=0.0 is significant statistically. Suitability indices of the model based on table 2 is:
Regarding obtained indices it can be said that measuring the model is located in proper situation.

Table 2: statistical estimation and result of testing hypothesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Direct effect of latent variables on each other</th>
<th>Standardized estimates</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Price on perceived quality</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Promotion on brand awareness and association</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Promotion on perceived quality</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Promotion on brand loyalty</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>After sale service on brand awareness and association</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>16.47</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>After sale service on perceived quality</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>After sale service on brand loyalty</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Price on company’s mental image</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Promotion on company’s mental image</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>After sale service on company’s mental image</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Company’s mental image on company’s awareness and association</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Company’s mental image on perceived quality</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Company’s mental image on brand loyalty</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Brand awareness and association on brand loyalty</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Perceived quality on brand loyalty</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Brand awareness and association on total value of brand special value</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Perceived quality on total value of brand special value</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Brand loyalty on total value of brand special value</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result of the research is as below:

4-1) relation between marketing combined attempts and dimensions of brand special value:

Hypotheses 2 and 3 are not acceptable because their t statistic is defined out of range and is not significant statistically. Hypothesis of 1, 4, 5 and 6 have significance statistic and are acceptable. Price has positive relation with perceived quality. Other various studies have presented documents for confirming this relationship that consumers use price as an important external factor at evaluating product quality. A brand with high price has often seen as brands with higher quality and is less damaged against competitors price decrease. Van Reil et al showed that price has positive effect on perceived quality and on the one side by affecting customer’s satisfaction it is effective on their loyalty whereas In this research we didn’t find direct effect between price and loyalty of brand but we see that it affects brand loyalty through perceived quality indirectly. Promotion has positive effect on brand loyalty. VanReil et al claimed that at industrial marketing, advertising activities like brochure, personal sale and websites are often mentioned as record of brand especial value. Exhibition, business sign, conferences, direct email advertisement, press subjects, word of mouth advertising and technical consultants are considered as information references especially at markets having high technology. Personal sale is often emphasized as an important communicative media in business markets. It is reasonable that personal sale is a mean for presenting proper information with different needs and loyalty of a brand is often obtained directly and through contact with sellers at business markets. Services after sale has positive effects on awareness and brand association and brand perceived quality. Performance of IT software is severely dependent on services after sale. Thus it is natural that services after sale are often important at structure of perceived quality. However its relationship is weak with brand loyalty. As it was mentioned above, loyalty is constant under relations between buyer and seller and services after sale can’t affect change of this relation.

4-2) Relations between marketing combined attempts and company’s mental image:

Hypothesis 9 is not acceptable regarding amount of t statistic. Hypothesis 8 and 10 has significant statistics and after sale service has positive effect on company’s mental image. As it is observed price has the least importance on process of brand judgment and determining what price is proper for this brand is not simple. However through company’s mental image it can affect dimensions of brand special value. Van Reil et al in their consideration showed that there is positive relation between promotion and services after sale with company’s mental image but in this study we didn’t find significant relationship between promotion and company’s mental image that can be related to weak function of promotion at business markets of statistical society.

4-3) Relations between company’s mental image and dimension of brand especial value:
Hypothesis 11, 12 and 13 have been accepted and amount of their t value locates at the range of significant statistic. Company’s mental image has positive effect on awareness of brand and brand association and it seems that company’s mental image plays more important function than consumable marketing at creating brand special value, at industrial marketing. Modambi et al in 1997 introduced company’s mental image as an important records of brand special value at business markets. Totally as it is predicted, company’s mental image plays a mediator function at the process of development of especial value of business sign. Van reil et al showed that mental image of the company has positive effect on brand loyalty. Good Mental image certain customers and industrial buyers that it increases perceived quality of brand. Company’s fame affects intention of buying and also expected quality in a market. Good mental image also is effective against competitors. Totally good mental image has high importance while a customer needs to evaluate a supplier or new product. It decrease threat and make reasonable the process of selection. Company’s mental image is a key for related association at industrial buyers mind.

4-4) Relations between dimensions of especial brand and total value of especial brand:

Hypothesis 14 and 15 are rejected and hypothesis of 16, 17, 18 and 19 are confirmed. Relations between perceived quality and brand loyalty as it was predicted are significant. Awareness and association of company’s brand don’t affect perceived quality of the product and brand loyalty. In previous study positive and significant relation between three dimensions of brand especial value is seen whereas in current study only relation between perceived quality with brand loyalty is confirmed and there wasn’t a relationship between brand awareness with perceived quality and brand loyalty against relationship prediction that can be identified that in statistical society of current research customers have limited outlook than other brands and it can’t encompasses their view toward current brand.

Although services after sale didn’t affect loyalty directly but affects brand loyalty through perceived quality indirectly.

Price and services after sale has positive effect on company’s mental image. In contrast company’s mental image has positive effect on perceived quality and then perceived quality has positive effect on brand loyalty. Totally company’s mental image and perceived quality of key variables are at the process of marketing combined attempts that leads to brand loyalty.

As it was predicted based on previous studies, relationship of total value of brand special value with 3 dimensions of brand special value is positive and significant. It is noticeable that awareness of companies brand has strong effect on total value of brand special value whereas it is not in relationship with two other dimensions of brand special value. Perceived quality has significant positive effect on total value of brand special value in directly and also indirectly through loyalty.

Regarding the result, final model of research is mentioned in figure 2.

Conclusion:

Regarding the result, three findings are noticeable. Firstly company’s mental image has axial role at the process of brand special value. Previous researches showed that company’s mental image in business markets helps consumable markets more than brand special value. Companies should try to improve their company’s mental image by paying attention to the combined marketing affecting their company’s mental image. In estimated model, price and services after sale affects brand special value directly or indirectly through company’s mental image. Secondly technical supporter provides good opportunity for creating close relation with customers that affects mental image of customers of the company and forces a customer to be a customer.

Fig. 2: result of structural equation model
Thirdly, dimensions of brand value affects total value of brand special value that is an agent of market performance. It is regarded that brand loyalty has strong effect on total value of brand special value through being affected by perceived quality. Therefore companies should try to enhance market power by concentrating on effective parameters and beside variables of price, promotion and services after sale in future research and finally variable of satisfaction can be used before loyalty variable in the research.
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